fillings in such a manner that they never come out, which I do by making the cavity inside much larger than the orifice through which the gold is inserted, thus giving it a firm mechanical holding." Now, In regard to the kind of foil of which cylinders should be made, it is a matter of the greatest moment that it be soft foil, in the strictest sense of the term. The most practiced hand will fail to do perfect work, if the operator is not care-ful to secure foil which is positively soft. In regard to the size, length, etc. of these cylinders, common sense dictates that they must be varied to suit the size, shape, and depth of the cavity in which they are to be used; but one precaution must not be overlooked, viz;, they must not be too large. Better by far err in the opposite direction,?using more time and smaller cylinders. In any given operation we begin with a cylinder as large as can with certainty be introduced and perfectly packed, and continue by using them smaller and smaller, till they can no longer be inserted without crushing. They must never be so large as to crush before reaching the bottom of the cavity into which they are to be thrust, and when this can be no longer done with certainty, then is the time to stop the use of cylinders and begin with pellets of adhesive foil. In large cavities we shall, by adopting this rule, use from one-sixth to one-eighth as much adhesive as we have used of soft foil.
Next, in regard to the consistency of these cylinders. They must not be too hard. Operators, unless constantly on their guard, are apt to roll their cylinders too tight, and hence make them too unyielding. They are tempted to do this to facilitate their introduction, when they are to meet with a resistance which would crush them if made softer.
But this spiking sort of operation will not do. No cavity was ever perfectly filled with unyielding cylinders or round rods. These cylinders must be sufficiently soft to adapt themselves readily by lateral pressure to any and every irregularity of the cavity, and when we cannot introduce cylinders of this character into any required place, then is the time to change off for pellets. With any cylinders, and especially in large cavities, it not unfrequently becomes necessary to alternate with pellets, in order to secure some point too small to be fully reached by gold in the cylinder form. After a cylinder is carried to its destination and fully packed, I hardly need say that it must never be allowed to stir from its bed. 
